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Aseptic soil samples from the loam cover of a state highway 
shoulder in southeastern Massachusetts were placed in sterile 
serum bottles, forming a series of aerobic soil microcosms. The 
samples were dosed with reagent grade acetate solutions without 
acclimation, then sacrificed at various time intervals and analyzed 
by gas chromatography in a laboratory determination of the aero
bic microbial degradation kinetics. The acetate degraded rapidly 
in the loam layer, demonstrating that the shoulder has the po
tential to reduce oxygen demand by acetate on groundwater under 
the highway. 

The aerobic degradation of acetate in roadside soils was mea
sured in soil microcosms in this study . The work provides data 
on the fate and transport of the deicing agent calcium mag
nesium acetate (CMA) in the subsurface environment as it 
migrates from plowed snow on the highway shoulders through 
the unsaturated zone to the water table . In this regard, the 
aerobic decomposition of the acetate consumes oxygen in the 
subsurface environment, so that there is concern for potential 
oxygen depletion if an appreciable amount of acetate reaches 
the underlying unconfined aquifer (J) . 

FHW A, in an effort to weigh this possibly adverse impact 
against the many benefits associated with CMA use, has funded 
a series of research projects (2), including a thorough envi
ronmental study of a pilot scale test runoff plot in Washington 
State (3). The FHWA initiative, administered by the New 
England Transportation Consortium (NETC), extends the ef
fort to the field by studying a highway in southeastern Mas
sachusetts that has been deiced with CMA since it opened to 
traffic in August 1987. The laboratory work reported here is 
the first phase of the NETC project, which will feature ad
ditional microcosms, field measurements of acetate profiles, 
and comparative analyses of the Washington pilot scale and 
Massachusetts field scale data. 

FIELD SITE AND SAMPLING METHODS 

The research site is in southeastern Massachusetts along State 
Route 25. The test area is on the north-sloping highway shoul
der that was constructed with native sandy fill covered with 
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a nominal 0.20-m layer of loam. The road was opened in 
August 1987 under environmental constraints requiring the 
use of nonchloride deicing chemicals in the survey area, which 
receives plowed snow, airborne drift, and breakdown lane 
runoff (but no travel lane runoff) from the three 3.66-m-wide 
westbound lanes of this divided highway. About 25,000 ve
hicles travel on State Route 25 each day, and CMA has been 
applied at an annual rate of about 0.71 kg/m~ pavement in 
response to 0.94 m of annual snowfall, on the basis of 1987-
1988 data. This loading implies a representative surface CMA 
concentration of 700 mg/L, on the basis of 50 percent of the 
applied agent distributed over 20 m of the northern highway 
shoulder as drift, breakdown lane runoff, and plowed snow. 

Environmental Engineering Program personnel sampled the 
northern slope on June 27, 1991, from the pared wall of a 
soil pit 0.80 m deep located 2.44 m from the edge of the 
breakdown lane. Soil samples of about 0.01 kg were taken 
from the two depths cited in Table 1 with the deepest location 
sampled first, using autoclaved 10-mL Becton Dickinson dis
posable syringe barrels and acid-washed, milliQ-rinsed, au
toclaved 20-mL serum bottles with aerated headspace, Teflon 
closures, and plastic screw caps. The serum bottles were iced 
and sent back to the laboratory for storage and testing in a 
Fisher Scientific Mini Lo-Temp incubator at 5°C. Soil mois
ture, pH, and grain size distributions were also measured at 
the two depths using conventional methodology; the results 
are given in Table 1. 

MICROCOSMS AND CHROMATOGRAPHY 

The serum bottles served as aerobic soil microcosms; they 
were dosed without prior exposure to acetate (no acclima
tion). The spiking liquid was a nominal 1000 mg/L solution 
of reagent grade glacial acetic acid, buffered to its nonvolatile 
(ionic) acetate state with sodium bicarbonate to a pH of 6. 
The spiking solution was added while the bottles were held 
sideways using a Becton Dickinson 3-mL disposable sterile 
syringe with a bevel-tipped 20-gauge needle 0.064 m long in 
five separate injections spaced uniformly over the exposed 
surface of the soil. The soil was gently shaken to mix the 
spiking solution into the matrix with sufficient liquid added 
to bring the soil to about half saturation, facilitating sample 
extraction and analysis without unduly displacing oxygen from 
the porespace. Autoclaved microcosms were similarly spiked 
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TABLE l Soil Characteristics and Calibrated Kinetics 

Depth Mean Grain Fine Moisture Content pH V K 

Size, 
a 

Fraction 
b ~g w~ter m mm 

kg wet soil 
mg/1-hr mg/1 

0.025 0.80 0.152 0.0258 6.5 16.4 148 

0 .153 0.82 0.126 0.0496 5.5 5.29 68 

aAs fit wi th a Van Genuchten (4) distribution. 

bLess than 0.15 mm. 

to check for abiotic losses, and ample headspace existed in 
the microcosms to provide abundant oxygen. 

Replicate bottles and abiotic controls were sacrificed at 
varying time intervals by the addition of 6 mL of distilled 
water to dissolve the microcosm fluid, followed by extraction 
(agitation, centrifugation, and filtration). The filtrate (0.9 µ,L) 
was then injected with a 0.1-µ,L plug of oxalic acid through 
a flash vaporization injector at 200°C into a Perkin Elmer 
Sigma 1 gas chromatograph (GC) using a 2-µ.L Hamilton 7000 
series syringe with a Chaney adaptor. The oxalic acid plug 
lowered the pH to below 2, converting essentially all the 
acetate into its volatile acetic acid form for GC analysis in a 
1.83-m-long, 2 mm ID packed glass column in a constant oven 
temperature of 165°C. A 25-mL/min zero-grade nitrogen gas 
flow carried the separated sample to a flame ionization de· 
tector set at 250°C, and daily calibration curves related in
strument response to acetate concentration. Blanks and rep
licate injections were run routinely to verify quality control 
and instrument performance. Instrument sensitivity was about 
1 mg/L, some three orders of magnitude below the maximum 
extract concentrations observed in the experiments . 

DATA AND REACTION KINETICS 

Figure 1 summarizes the degradation data observed at the 
two depths, along with calibrated Michaelis-Menton kinetic 
curves fit to the observations. Ambient concentrations were 
less than 1 mg/Lat the site. The recovery efficiency from the 
abiotic controls varied between 91 and 118 percent and was 
used to adjust the biotic data as part of the calibration . In the 
assumed abundance of oxygen and nutrients , the substrate 
limited reaction is governed by a half-saturation constant K 
and a maximum reaction rate Vin accordance with Alexander 
and Skow (5). 

de Ve 
(1) 

dt c + K 

mass acetate 
(2) c = 

volume soil water 

with concentration c and time t since spiking began. Oxygen 
limitations would impose an additional multiplying factor on 
the Michaelis-Menton term with its own half-saturation con
stant (6 ). In this absence of this effect, the theoretical deg
radation rate yields a temporal decay of observed concentra-
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FIGURE 1 Observed (circles) and predicted 
(curves) acetate concentration in soil microcosms as 
function of time for loam cover of road shoulder 
0.025 m deep (top) and 0.15 m deep (bottom), 
adjusted for abiotic losses (squares); predictions 
reflect V- and K·values of Table 1. 

tion when Equation 1 is integrated from its initial concentration 
c0 to any subsequent condition (7) 

KI (Co) c0 - c /=-n- +---
V c V 

(3) 

The half-saturation constant and maximum reaction rate 
values cited in Table 1 were used to zero the error mean and 
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standard deviation through a nested Fibonacci curve-fitting 
subroutine (8) . The half-saturation constant varied from 70 
to 150 mg/L, and the maximum reaction rate decreased from 
a high near surface loam value of 16.4 mg/L-hr to a lower 
value of 5 .3 mg/L-hr near the sand interface . The respective 
one- and two-day half-lives implied by Figure 1 represent 
relatively rapid aerobic degradation in a natural setting. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The experiments were run without acclimation to prior doses 
of acetate substrate and as such represent the initial response 
the roadside soil to CMA applications early in the salting 
season. Typically, the microbial population would grow in 
response to repeated exposures to the substrate (5), thereby 
increasing the speed of reaction so long as nutrients and oxy
gen are present in abundance . In the latter regard however, 
the high solubility of acetate and relative insolubility of oxygen 
(roughly 10 mg/L) suggest that oxygen may control the speed 
of the reaction in water saturated soil of low permeability. 
Thus the loam cover, which is likely to be saturated near the 
surface with deiced runoff due to its low permeability, may 
not perform at the rapid rates of Table 1 under field condi
tions. The sandy fill is much more permeable than the loam 
and is considerably drier (samples collected in February 1991 
contained a moisture content of 0.035 kg water/kg wet soil in 
the sand compared with 0.17 in the loam). Oxygen should 
not limit the degradation rate in the sand as a consequence; 
a comparable set of microcosms is currently being run on the 
sandy fill to qu antify its kinetics . 

Approximate calculations suggest that there is enough oxy
gen in the unsaturated zone to satisfy the estimated 30 000 
kg of acetate th at annually infiltrates the shoulders and me
dian of the highway in the survey area, which is 1930 m long 
and 100 m wide. The stoichiometry for complete aerobic min
eralization of acetate is given by 

(4) 

Thus 0.95 kg of oxygen are required to consume 1 kg of 
acetate, corresponding to an annual demand of about 28 000 
kg oxygen imposed by CMA application in the study area. 
Allowing for a 30 percent reduction of oxygen through the 
root zone due to ambient plant and soil activity (9), the 5-m
deep, 0.20-air porosity unsaturated zone would contain 37 000 
kg of 0 2 in the absence of CMA loading. Thus aerobic con
ditions are expected to prevail in the unsaturated zone . 

If the microbes are rapid enough (and the infiltration rate 
is slow) , the acetate will degrade before the percolation reaches 
the water table and the deficit of oxygen will not extend to 
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the underlying unconfined aquifer. One would then expect a 
winter deficit of oxygen in the unsaturated zone due to CMA 
degradation, followed by diffusive reaeration in drier summer 
and fall months. Rapid infiltration and slow reactions , on the 
other hand , will permit acetate penetration to the water table 
with a resulting oxygen demand on the groundwater. The 
interaction of reaction and infiltration is currently being mod
eled mathematically in order to quantify the transport pro
cesses and potential oxygen demand at the research site. 
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